
 

 

RETURN ON INVESTIMENT 

“I would highly recommend Diskeeper to others. It allows me to automate routine tasks, lowers 

operating costs and allows me to focus on other IT issues. With the Automatic defrag configured, 

I no longer need to manually defragment our file server.  It takes care of itself.” 

Caleb Coggins, Bridgestone Firestone Retail & Commercial Operations LLC 

 

“We use Diskeeper Professional on laptops/desktops with WinXP Professional. These run neurological 

monitoring systems used in client rooms for neuro-surgeries. Our application writes a lot of data every 

second on the local hard drive during the monitoring of 2, 4, 6 and 10 hour surgeries. After couple of days 

the hard drives become very fragmented, decreasing the speed of the system. After installation of 

Diskeeper, this problem was solved and our customers (physicians, surgeons, doctors, technicians) are 

very happy. 

In the past we received claims from our customers that the system was very slow. After returning the 

system to our office and checking the fragmentation levels, we noticed that the hard drive was very 

fragmented and after 20-30 minutes of defragmentation the result is OK. Because of using Diskeeper, 

we also decreased the amount of money for this kind of activity (defragmentation of the 

systems in our office plus shipping and handling). We are very satisfied with the product and we 

will buy more licenses for our next batches of workstations.” 

Alexander, Axon Systems 

 

“We are a 99% Windows shop running Diskeeper for 3-4 years now. In our environment we saw a 

huge decline in what I would call ‘no-hardware O/S failures’ on our 500+ desktops and 

notebooks. Meaning that we saw the number of PC’s failing because of O/S problems 

shrink to near 0%. All of our PC’s are much more stable. We have done almost no re-imaging of 

them because of O/S failures. The majority of our PC’s are remote to us so the simplicity of Automatic 

defrag was huge!  

On the server side I have run Diskeeper with great success on every Microsoft O/S out there with zero 

problems! We can’t depend on our users to do any ‘maintenance’.  In my opinion Diskeeper is a must 

have! I don’t have the time or staff to not have this product!” 

Dave Clipp, Network Administrator, ISEC Inc. 



 

 

 

“Diskeeper defragments several drives amounting to over 2.5 Terabytes. Not only does it not take over the 

entire system but I don’t even notice it running in the background.  I have used various tools to scan the 

drives and they always report there is no need for defragmentation.  This shows Diskeeper is doing a 

good job of keeping my disks in top-running order.  Best of all, with no downtime; 

downtime means money and a dollar saved is a dollar earned.  I used to find that when the 

drives became heavily fragmented  the system slowed down; it now runs faster, cooler, and I think even 

quieter, perhaps due to less spinning while attempting to find files.” 

James Davis, Integral Systems 

 

“We are extremely happy with the results we have seen since employing Diskeeper with background 

InvisiTasking.  We have seen a major reduction in general software malfunction and related 

service issues directly stemming from the lack of preventive maintenance 

(defragmentation being the primary). Our time to perform necessary services to restore 

functional operations, as well as end user complaints of system slowdowns, has been 

dramatically reduced on systems that are running Diskeeper.  

We highly recommend using the Diskeeper software specifically due to the fact that it is automated. We 

purchase a copy for every new computer and we recommend to all our users who have computers that do 

not have Diskeeper, to invest the money and upgrade their systems.” 

Randy King, Network Administrator, Nez Perce Information Systems 

 

"I would highly recommend Diskeeper to an Admin looking to improve server performance and 

reliability.  When we deployed Diskeeper the difference was quite drastic.    

My biggest fear was that the mail server would take a performance hit once the software was defragging, 

but the hit never materialized.  The system was noticeably faster after a few days, and after two 

weeks, a few people asked me if we had moved the mail to a new server!    

On the reliability side, that server had 3 drive failures in 6 months prior to Diskeeper being installed.  It 

has now been running for 7 months and we haven't had a single drive failure on it or any server 

that Diskeeper is also running on.    

Diskeeper is worth every penny and is one of the few programs out there that does exactly what it says.  I 

could not be happier with the performance and reliability gains we have made since installing Diskeeper. 

It's rare these days to find a product that exceeds your expectations. “ 

Patrick Emerick, IT Systems Specialist, Petrocard  

 

 



 

 “When we started having real problems with performance, we began searching for a disk solution.  What 

we were finding was that a lot of our engineers were complaining about needing computer upgrades 

although they were only a year old and were the best we could have purchased at the time.  The first group 

complaining were the Mechanical Engineers.  Constantly checking files out of PDMWorks and back in 

again, (Solidworks is our ME CAD program) was causing their systems to slow down tremendously due to 

fragmented files.   

The ME’s with the worst systems were setting them to defrag every night before they went home.   We 

maxed out the machines on RAM and even bought WD Raptor 10K hard drives.  This helped for about a 

week, only because we reloaded the machines with the new hard drives. It took just a week to get back to 

normal (normal being slow and fragmented).  At this point the engineers were going to 

management, demanding that we spend $4-5K on new computers.  They had talked to our 

VAR who could only suggest a severe upgrade to the computers.  Programs were facing 

delays, engineers were having constant crashes and losing work, and we were quite 

literally in a crisis. 

At this point I decided to check out Diskeeper.  It had been on our standard load in the military and we’d 

certainly never had problems like this.   

We chose the Diskeeper Pro Premier for our ME machines and had excellent results.  The bottom line is, 

the Precision 370’s and 380’s that we were being pushed to upgrade to Quad-core machines, are still in 

use today.  We’ve upgraded 6 machines due to legitimate needs as opposed to 45+ machines.  

I think you can do the math on how much we saved, just on not having to buy new 

machines, not to mention the manpower I did not have to use constantly working on the 

machines.  The savings and my stress level cannot be measured.  It even looks like the 370’s 

will actually make close to a 4-year life span due to Diskeeper with I-FAAST. 

The Diskeeper Pro Premier edition has allowed us to optimize those machines for the CAD program, 

allowing us to maintain an acceptable performance level with Solidworks and ensuring that upgrades have 

been done as needed to scale with the complexity, not because of poor performing peripherals.   

We’ve deployed the Diskeeper Professional version to the rest of the workstations s that are more basic 

office machines.  The complaints we were starting to get on those machines have disappeared 

completely.  Overall, the investment has been well worth it for us.” 

Derik A. Hammond, IT Operations Supervisor, L-3 PHOTONICS 
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